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ABSTRACT 
We improve the conditioning analysis of modified block incomplete factorizations 
of Stieltjes matrices. Letting N denote the number of diagonal blocks, our results 
show that the spectral condition number is bounded by N for a large class of two 
dimensional PDEs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Modified incomplete factorization methods have become popular precon- 
ditioning techniques for the iterative solution of large, sparse positive deli- 
nite systems arising from second order discrete elliptic PDEs. Though block 
versions are found more robust, their analysis is much less developed than 
that of point factorizations. It is our purpose here to contribute to filling this 
gap by extending to general block partitionings results obtained in [4, 7, 171 
to the point case. In this way, we improve preceding results by Beauwens 
and Ben Bouzid [6] and by Magolu [12]. 
As in our preceding works [16-181, we include the singular case (i.e. 
allow the system matrix A to be positive semidefinite), without however 
discussing it in detail. We only recall that the preconditioner B has to be 
symmetric nonnegative definite with N(B) G N(A) and that the number of 
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iterations of a given iterative method is then bounded by the usual function 
of the following (generalized) spectral condition number: 




Y,,( B+A) = max 
Y E a@+A) 
v and vmi,( B+A) = min V. 
VEU(B+A) 
vzo 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the definition 
and existence analysis of modified (block) incomplete factorizations; their 
conditioning analysis is developed in Section 3, and its scope is discussed in 
Section 4 through a typical example. 
General Terminology and Notation 
All vectors belong to C”, the n-dimensional space with scalar product 
denoted (x, y); all matrices are n x n real matrices. 
The symbols A’, A+, N(A), a(A) and p(A) denote, respectively, the 
transpose, the Moore-Penrose inverse [8], the null space, the spectrum, and 
the spectral radius of the matrix A. 
The order relation between real matrices and vectors is the usual compo- 
nentwise order: if A = (aij) and B = (bJ, then A < B (A < B) if aij < bij 
(aij < bij) for all i, j; A is called nonnegative (positive) if A > 0 (A > 0). If 
A = (aij), we denote by diag(A) the (diagonal) matrix whose entries are 
aiiajj, and we let offdiag(A) = A - diag(A). By e we denote the vector with 
all components equal to unity. 
Ha&mm-d Multiplication. We recall that the Hadamard product A * B 
of the matrices A and B of the same dimensions, with scalar entries aij and 
b,,, is the element by element multiplication, i.e. with (A * B)ij = aijbij, and 
that the unit matrix with respect to Hadamard multiplication, denoted E, is 
the matrix whose entries are all equal to unity. 
Standard LUfactorization. By the standard point LU factorization of a 
(Stieltjes) matrix A, we understand the factorization A = LPWIU such that U 
is upper triangular, P = diag(LJ), and L = Ut. 
Partitionings. Any partitioning of an n-vector x = (x,) into block compo- 
nents x1 of dimensions n,, Z = 1,2,. . . , N (with Xy”=,n, = n), is uniquely 
determined by a partitioning r = (T~)~ c I s N of the set [l, n] of the first n 
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integers. We shall assume throughout the paper that all n-vectors are 
partitioned according to a given such partitioning. The same partitioning r 
induces also a partitioning of any n X n matrix A into block components A,, 
of dimensions nI X n,, and we shall similarly assume that all n X n matrices 
are partitioned in this way. 
Lowercase indices refer to scalar entries, and capital indices to block 
entries. Thus scalar (block) entries of an n X n r-partitioned matrix A are 
denoted aij (A,,). When needed, scalar entries of block entries of A are 
denoted (A,,)+ a notation which implies that i E r1 and j E 7,. Similar 
notations are used for vector components, except that we always represent 
vectors by small letters. 
A matrix which is block diagonal (triangular) relative to a r-partitioning 
will be referred to as r-diagonal (r-triangular). We denote by diag,(A) the 
(r-diagonal) matrix whose block entries are ArrG,,, and we let offdiag,(Al 
= A - diag,(A). 
To avoid confusion, we sometimes write p-diagonal for diagonal and 
p-triangular for triangular, the “p” stressing that these notions refer to the 
point partitioning. Similarly, we sometimes use diagp(A) for diag(A) and 
offdiag,(A) for offdiag(A). 
2. MODIFIED INCOMPLETE FACTORIZATIONS 
To cover the singular case, we need to extend the classical notion of 
Stieltjes matrix as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A real square matrix A is called an M-matrix if there 
exists a nonnegative number t such that 
U--A>0 and p(tZ-A)<t; 
a symmetric M-matrix is called a Stieltjes matrix. 
It follows from this definition that a symmetric matrix with nonpositive 
offdiagonal entries is a Stieltjes matrix if and only if it is nonnegative definite, 
while a r-upper triangular matrix U with nonpositive offdiagonal entries and 
such that P = diag,(U) is symmetric is an M-matrix if and only if P is 
nonnegative definite (i.e. if and only if P is a Stieltjes matrix). 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let U = P - F with P = diagJU) be a rr-upper triangular 
M-matrix such that P is symmetric and there exists a positive vector x with 
Ux > 0. We have: 
(1) For each block PI, which is irreducible or 1 x 1, Fl, # 0 for some 
J > 1 implies P,, regular with Pi’ > 0. 
(2) P+F>O andPP+F=F. 
(3) (I - P+ F)x > 0. 
Proof. Ux > 0 and Fr, # 0 for some J > Z imply ( PII x I)i > 0 for at least 
one i. When Prr is irreducible, this is sufficient to prove P,, regular with 
PIT1 > 0 (see [9]), whence (1). Parts (2) and (3) are straightforward conse- 
quences of (1) because all reducible diagonal blocks P,, may be permuted to 
a block diagonal form with irreducible or 1 x 1 diagonal blocks. n 
Let now A = D - E, - F, be a Stieltjes matrix such that D = ( DrrLjl,) is 
r-diagonal, F,, = (F$$)‘) strictly r-upper triangular, and E, = F{. There exists 
then a positive vector x such that Ax > 0 [9]. For given symmetric nonnega- 
tive matrix p = (PI,) an d nonnegative p-diagonal matrix A, we can therefore 
compute the symmetric a-diagonal matrix P and the strictly r-upper 
triangular matrix F according to the following algorithm: 
For Z = 1,. . . , N set 
Fr, = F,:“’ + p I]* c 
( 
Ff& ‘K+K FK J for 1 <J< N, (2.1) 
K<I 
offdiag,( PII) = offdiag, 
diap,(P,,)x,=([A+ F-offdiag,(P,,)+A]x), 
+ K~IGIpxp - F)X)K. (2.3) 
We say that U = P - F is the rr-upper triangular factor and P the r-diago- 
nal factor of the modified incomplete factorization 
B=U’P+V (2.4) 
of A associated with x, A, and p. 
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The following theorem establishes some properties of the algorithm 
defined by (2.1)-(2.3). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A = D - E, - F0 be a Stieltjes matrix (D being 
rdiagonal, Fe strictly r-upper triangular, and E, = F,‘) and x a positive 
vector such that Ax > 0. Let P and U = P - F be respectively the r-diagonal 
and the P-upper triangular factors of the modified incomplete factorization 
B = UtP+ U of A associated with x, A, and B, where A is a nonnegative 
diagonal matrix and 0 < B Q E is symmetric. We have: 
(1) U is an M-matrix with Ux > Ax > 0. 
(2) B is nonnegative definite with Br = Ax + Ax and offdiag,(A - B) < 0. 
(3) F > F,, and offdiag,( P) < offdiag,( D). 
Proof. We first prove (l), (3) by induction. Assume (induction hypothe- 
sis which obviously holds for I= 1) that, for all K < I, PKK is a Stieltjes 
matrix with ((P- F)x),>O and (PfFjK,>O for J=K+l,...,N. Then 
(2.1), (2.2), (2.3) give respectively [with F, = (F$)‘)]: FI, 2 F:;’ for all J > I, 
offdiag,( PI,) < offdiag,( D,,), and ((P - F)r), > (Ax), [the last equality be- 
ing obtained with (2.3) because Fi, P& = ((P+F),,)’ > 01. Since offdiag,( D) 
Q 0, these relations imply that PII is a Stieltjes matrix; we can therefore 
apply Lemma 2.1 to the P-upper triangular M-matrix U = <U&)> defined by 
vi’: = u x1 if K Q 1 and UK, (I) = 0 otherwise; this gives (P’ F),, > 0 for all 
/ > I, showing that the induction holds. The proof is concluded by noting that 
(2) is a straightforward consequence of (2.1)-(2.3), (I), (3), and Lemma 2.1. 
REMARK 2.1. In practice, all diagonal blocks D,, are generally irre- 
ducible or 1 X 1, implying [cf. (3) of Theorem 2.11 that all blocks P,, are so. 
We have then by Lemma 2.1 that P,, is regular when Fr, # 0 for some J > I, 
showing that all (generalized) inverses needed for a practical execution of 
(2.1)-(2.3) are then actually usual inverses of regular matrices. 
From a practical point of view, note that an exact computation of Pii is 
not required, since, via p, we allow the use of any nonnegative matrix 
K xK < P&. We refer to [3, 5, 101 for the determination of such approxima- 
tions to P&. 
REMARK 2.2. For B a suitable preconditioner we must have, in addition 
to the statements of Theorem 2.1, that it is regular or, more generally, taking 
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into account the singular case, that N(B) G N(A). Clearly, the latter condi- 
tion is fulfilled when one can prove an inequality of the type 
(z,Az) < c(z,Bz) (2.5) 
for all z E C”. Since the remaining parts of this work deal with the derivation 
of such inequalities, we do not need here a sharper existence analysis (see 
11, 3, 6, 10, 141 for a wider discussion). 
REMARK 2.3. With PP+P = P, P+PP+ = P+ [8], and (2) of Lemma 2.1, 
(2.4) can be written 
B=(Z- EP+)P(z- P+F) (2.6) 
(where E = F’). Therefore, when B is regular [as guaranteed in the regular 
case by an inequality like (2.5)], P is regular too, and B can be written in its 
usual form: B = (P - E>P-‘( P - F). 
REMARK 2.4. From (2) of Theorem 2.1 we deduce the known result that 
if N(B) E N(A), then A = 0 * vmin(B+A) > 1. 
3. UPPER EIGENVALUE BOUNDS 
The following theorem is our main result. One easily verifies with 
Theorem 2.1 that its general assumptions are all compatible with B being a 
modified incomplete factorization of a Stieltjes matrix A; they actually cover 
the more general case of almost Stieltjes matrices introduced in [7]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose the following general assumptions hold: A = 
D - E, - F, is a symmetric nonnegative definite matrix such that D is 
a-diagonal, F,, strictly P-upper triangular, and E, = F,j. The matrix U = P - 
F with P = diag,(U) is a r-upper triangular M-matrix such that P is 
symmetric, x is a positive vector, and B = U”P+ U. The matrices U and B 
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F> F,,, (3.1) 
offdiagJ P) < & oEdiag,( D), 
0 
(3.2) 
ux .o, (3.3) 
Bx.(l-To)Ax (3.4) 
f~SO7ne O<To<l. 
Zf, in addition, r1 < 1, where 
71 = inf{t > Oltx, > ( P+Fx)~ fm all Z < N}, (3.5) 
then N(B) c N(A) and 
1 




7 = max(T0,7,). (3.7) 
Proof. Let Q be the p-diagonal matrix defined by Qx = P+ Fx. Set 
E = F’ and B, = (Q - EP+)P(Q - P+ F). We have, by straightforward cal- 
culation [taking into account (2) of Lemma 2.11, 
B-(l-7)A=B1-(1-T)(F- F,+E-E,) 
+ P-QPQ-(l--7)0. (34 
Further, 
P-QPQ-(~-~)D=(~-T)[(~+~)P-D]+T~P-QPQ, (3.9) 
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while 
~2P-QPQ=(~Z-Q)P(~Z-Q)+(~Z-Q)PQ+QP(~Z-QQ). (3.10) 
Now, P+F > 0 and (3.5) imply 0 < Q < ~1. One then readily checks with 
(3.8)-(3.10) that offdiag,(B -cl- T)A - B,) < 0. It further follows from its 
definition that B, satisfies B,x = 0, showing with (3.4) that [B -(l - T)A - 
B,]r > 0; therefore B - (1 - T)A - B, is a Stieltjes matrix, hence nonnega- 
tive definite. B, being nonnegative definite by construction, it follows that 
(a, Bz) > (1 - T&Z, AZ) for all z E C”, from which we deduce N(B) c N(A) 
and, further, (3.6) by application of [16, Theorem 3.11. W 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P be an irreducible regular Stieltjes nlatrix, x a positive 
vector, and y a nonnegative vector such that Px >, y. Let L,,P; ‘CJ, be the 
standard point LU factorization of P, and define 
~=inf{t>Oltx> P-‘y}, (3.11) 
7, = inf{t > Oltr > x - Lp’( Px - y)), (3.12) 
rl,=inf{t>O]tPr> y}, (3.13) 
TV = inf(t > OltP,,x 2 (P, - Url)x). (3.14) 
We have 
(1) 7, T,, TJ,, T,, < 1; 
(2) ~<l ifandonZyif(Px-y),>O foratleastonei; 
(3) 1 - 7 > 1 - TJ,; 
(4) l- 7 > l- 7,; 
(5) l- Te 2 (I- T&l - Tp). 
Proof. (3) readily follows from To Px > y by multiplying both sides by 
P- ‘, which is positive (see [9]); TV < 1 is obvious; T < 1 follows then from (3); 
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and r,, rl, < 1 is proven in [6]. Writing U, = P,, - F, (where F,, is nonnega- 
tive and strictly upper triangular), (3.12) gives 
(1-7,)x < P,-‘v,(x - P-‘y) 
= (I - P;lF,)(x - P-‘y) 
<(1-7)x, 
whence (4). Part (5) is proven in [6], and (2) readily follows from (1) and 
P-l > 0. n 
Assume now that all blocks PI, are irreducible or 1 X 1. It follows then 
from Lemma 2.1 that we have, for each I, either (P+ Fx), = 0 or PII regular. 
Hence, by (2) of Lemma 3.1, we see that Theorem 3.1 will apply, i.e. that we 
shall have ri < 1 in the latter if and only if we have ((P - F>x), > 0 for at 
least one i in each block Z such that (Fx), # 0. Lemma 3.1 allows also a 
comparison with the upper bound obtained by Beauwens and Ben Bouzid [6, 
Theorem 4.21. Indeed, neglecting some other improvements, the latter is 
identical to Theorem 3.1 provided that one replaces TV with 7, computed 
according to 
7,=inf(t>Oltx&[ x-L,‘(P- F)x]), (3.15) 
where L,,P~‘U,, is the standard point LU factorization of P, assumed 
regular. Hence it turns out from (4) of L emma 3.1 that our bound is always 
better. The same conclusion holds for the refined version of the results of [S] 
presented by Magolu in [12]. We refer to [14] for numerical comparison. 
On the other hand, further bounds are obtained in [6, 121, based on the 
inequality we recall in (5) of Lemma 3.1, with a subsequent analysis of the T,, 
and or behavior. Now, by Theorem 3.1, and (3) of Lemma 3.1, we obtain that 
analysing r6 is sufficient. Namely, Theorem 3.1, Lemma 2.1, and the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 in [12] lead straightforwardly to 
COROLLARY 3.1. Assume, in addition to the general assumptions of 




(k+z)-'((F-E)~),~(Bx), ford2 zciv, (3.16) 
where k denotes a nonnegative constant such that k > l/( 1 - 7J - N, then 
N(B) c N(A) and 
u,,( B+A) < k + N. (3.17) 
Note for completeness that graph notions introduced in [6, 121 allow one 
to improve (3.17) when A is not block tridiagonal. 
4. EXAMPLE 
We consider the linear system derived from the five point central 
difference approximation of the two dimensional PDE 
-Va(r,y)Vu(x,y)+c(x,Y)u(x,Y) =f(xTy) infl=]O,X[X]O,Y[, 
u(x,y)= .dX~Y) on r,, 
;(x,Y) =h(r,y) onI,=aR\Ia, 
where a(x, y) and C(X, y) are respectively positive and nonnegative on fi. 
We assume a uniform mesh size in each direction. The resulting rectangular 
grid is ordered lexicographically, and we use the line partitioning. 
Let B be the modified incomplete factorization of the system matrix A 
associated with e, some nonnegative diagonal matrix A, and some (r-diago- 
nal) symmetric matrix p such that 0 < p < E. It turns out that if (1) r. 
includes the bottom boundary and (2) a(x, y) is nonincreasing for increasing 
y, then Corollary 3.1 applies with k = 0, showing that B is regular with 
v,,@-‘A) < N, h w ere N denotes the number of gridpoints in the y-direc- 
tion. If in addition we use A = 0, we have also v,,,,(B-‘A) = 1, SO that 
K( B-h) < N. (4.1) 
This is a much more general result than those of 16, Section 51, which 
were limited to the case p = Z and were in addition very poor for a(~, y) 
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strongly decreasing in y. The analysis of [12] suffers from the same general 
limitation; note however the interesting suggestion discussed in [12] of 
choosing A such that (3.16) will be satisfied with Rx = Ax + Ax and k = 
O(N), which leads to v,,(B-‘A) = O(1) and therefore K(B-‘A) Q O(N). 
We finally point out that our results also apply when one uses small block 
partitionings like those proposed in [ll, 15, 201 for the SOR method; indeed, 
although Corollary 3.1 is not helpful in such cases, we show in [N] that 
Theorem 3.1 still leads to O(h- ‘) upper bounds under the same kind of 
assumptions as in the point case [4]. 
We are greatly indebted to Mr. M. M. Magolu f&- numerous improvements. 
Useful comments by Professor R. Beauwens are also acknowledged. 
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